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Abstract
I. Collective bargaining developments
Traditional industrial relations limited the scope of national collective bargaining to the
respective nation state. The logic behind such limitation was the fact that collective
agreements represent labour market cartels. The scope of the relevant labour market therefore
reflects the scope of the collective bargaining process. As soon as European integration
created not only a common market for goods, services and capital but also for labour,
restrictions to the scope of collective bargaining become dysfunctional: Transnational
companies legally may take advantage of a common market by avoiding costly labour
standards in one given country through relocating business activities to another country,
thereby playing off conditions of employments for the workforce of different affiliated
companies against each other. Collective bargaining in principle is established for avoiding a
race to the bottom in contracts of employment. At national level mainly two options exist for
meeting this goal: Statutory regulations creating legally binding effects for collective
agreements and powerful industrial relation systems guaranteeing the same effect on factual
basis. Additionally, the protective dimension of collective bargaining depends on the coverage
of collective agreements. In several EU Member States, union density nowadays is in decline
which can possibly also limit the coverage of collective agreements. In several Central
European EU-Member States without a former tradition of collective bargaining, coverage
rates from the start were in such low range1 and seem unable to improve. Given such
limitations, national collective agreements may no longer be the best option for guaranteeing
fair conditions of employment to workers throughout the EU Member States.
In order to transfer to EU-level also the protective effect on working conditions in an
integrated labour market to EU level, also the bargaining process has to develop a
transnational scope. As EU fundamental market freedoms developed the potential to diminish
the protective effects of collective bargaining at national level, potential counterbalancing
tools also should be established at EU level. Can agreements resulting from transnational
bargaining create reliable rights and obligations, and if so, for whom? Could they benefit even
individual workers and employers? That the EU in principle is fully aware of the necessity of
furthering transnational bargaining is reflected in the Charter of Fundamental Rights (Article
28) which guarantees a “right to negotiate and conclude collective agreements at the
appropriate level”. At EU level, existing transnational bargaining instruments nevertheless
don’t resemble national collective bargaining structures, as they lack both, auxiliary
legislation and powerful industrial relations. Instead, the “social dialogue” is implemented,
involving both sides of industry in the EU legislative process on the one hand and providing
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opportunities for an autonomous contractual relationship between them, on the other. This had
been described as one of the features of EU level industrial relations and therefore being
fundamental to the European social model2. To provide effective protection, transnational
instruments need be capable of filling the gaps left at national level. Whether those
preconditions can be met, still remains questionable.

II. Institutionalized Social Dialogue
Dating back to the “Social Protocol”3 annexed to the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, the
institutionalized social dialogue is an early instrument for strengthening the social element of
the European Union which originally focused much rather on economic than social
integration. It is noteworthy that this Protocol itself reproduced the content of an agreement
between social partners at EU- level4 which had been able to influence the political decision
on how to reform the Treaties. After late political opinion changes in the UK5, this Social
Protocol was included directly into Title XI of the EC-Treaty, Maastricht version. Meanwhile
Articles 154 and 155 of the TFEU (in the consolidated version of Lisbon) establish the legal
foundation for a social dialogue at Union level6. Both sides of industry, called the European
social partners, have an active role to play in the legislative process. The EU Commission
when proposing draft legislation to the Council consults employers’ and employees’
organizations in the social policy field7. While this consultative function became increasingly
elaborated, the social dialogue meanwhile goes beyond the mere request for an opinion.
Articles 154 (2) and (3) TFEU still oblige the Commission to firstly ask social partners’
opinion on the possible direction of legislative actions and secondly on the content of the
envisaged legislative proposal. Additionally to commenting on the process, social partners can
ask the Commission to stop its legislative proposal for a period of (regularly) nine months to
allow for social partner bargaining for regulating the issue concerned through a collective
agreement. Independent from any legislative proposals Articles 154 (4) and 155 (1) TFEU
provide social partners with the option to initiate autonomous negotiations between them on
any topic they wish to discuss, and to create contractual relations by concluding agreements
either at sector level or cross industry. At both levels regular activities have taken place; for
evaluating their effectiveness, the relevant mechanisms have to be looked at in some details.
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1. The sector level social dialogue
a) From consultation to negotiation
The European Commission promoted successfully8, not at least by covering the costs for their
regular meetings, the establishment of “sectoral dialogue committees”9. Those committees are
composed as bipartite bodies with a total number of participants of 40 persons maximum.
Sector level social partners can initiate their establishment by jointly requesting to take part in
such dialogue which will be approved upon certain conditions10, Art. 1 COM 98/500/EC: The
respective parties “shall relate to specific sectors or categories and be organized at European
level”; they shall “consist of organizations which are themselves an integral and recognized
part of Member States’ social partner structures and have the capacity to negotiate agreements
and are representative of several member States”; they shall “have adequate structures to
ensure their effective participation in the work of the committees”. Practically, committees
operate their membership on a basis of mutual recognition and comprise of representatives of
one11 (sometimes more) European trade union and employer organization, each representing
several national organizations as their members. Once a committee has been established, it
can agree on a definition of internal working rules, on a steering committee and a chairperson.
Committee meetings shall take place at least once a year, otherwise as frequently as the
members think adequate. Committees served primarily as consultation bodies to the EU
Commission by giving their opinion on economic and social developments in their respective
sector. Over time also their negotiating function was strengthened so that issues specifically
relevant to the sector were discussed; of special concern were developments to strengthen the
competitive position of the respective sector. All decisions are taken by consensus only. As
some of the Committees in their internal rules explicitly exclude any conclusion of binding
agreements, non-binding agreements are the rule. They nevertheless may relate to
employment conditions such as working time12 or health and safety provisions.

b) Autonomous implementation
For effective enforcement agreements would have to be implemented in one of two different
ways: Either through EU institutions turning the agreement into a legislative instrument13 or
through national social partners directing them to their respective industrial relations system.
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The second option, turning to national social partners for implementation, provides the more
“autonomous” solution as collective bargaining remains in the sphere of industrial relations
using their specific instruments. At first sight this solution provides clear advantages over the
alternative. When opting for implementation through the national social partners, bargaining
committees are not bound by formal competence restrictions, so that subject matters excluded
from the legislative competence of the EU could be dealt with. This option avoids reducing
transnational collective bargaining to a mere pre-legislative process dependent on the
initiative and political will of EU institutions to regulate certain issues. It also avoids
dependency on the implementation through Member States whose governments at least partly
act rather reluctantly when transposing Directives into national law. From this viewpoint the
autonomous sector dialogue is capable of providing clear benefits for transnational collective
bargaining14.
On the other hand, the output of the social dialogue at sectoral level could be described as
“impressive”15 only in terms of their quantity. Social partners under this process issue
regularly declarations, statements, opinions, recommendations, codes of conduct, or joint
reports16. Many topics transcend pure labour law by including questions of enlargement of the
Union, migration, the impact of the economic crisis, climate change, gender equality,
employment, or health and safety. Prominently they also dealt with skills and training for
enhancing the transparency and compatibility of qualifications and furthering cross-border
mobility especially for young workers suffering from exceptionally high unemployment rates.
Nevertheless, health and safety at the work place remains a core area of activity for social
dialogue committees where they agree on measures for assessing and preventing risks or
training and informing workers. They nevertheless mostly give recommendations towards
national affiliates17. How effective any form of agreement finally becomes is not a matter of
the institutional level of bargaining but much rather depending on the implementation.
Implementation of trans-sector agreements18 proved to be rarely fully effective. For enhancing
effectiveness, agreements create reporting and follow up procedures19 by which national
affiliates have to publicly take responsibility for the success – or the lack thereof – of the
transnational collective agreement. That this will induce them to put extra effort into
implementation is certainly not an automatic consequence. Taking the agreement on work
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related stress (2004) for an example, already the wording of the text indicated that it purported
to “increase awareness and understanding of employers, workers and their representatives of
work-related stress” and provide them with “a framework to identify and prevent or manage
problems”. It could hardly come as a surprise that at the end of the three-years
implementation period this agreement had been transposed into binding collective agreements
only in few Member States20, in others it has not been implemented at all or nothing has been
reported on its implementation, while some States reported the agreement having “accelerated
social dialogue and policy development”21. Even though the topic is certainly relevant for
complementing the EU’s health and safety at work policy22, the agreement could not achieve
more effects than having “put the issue high on the agenda at many negotiating tables”23.

2. The Cross-Industry Social Dialogue
a) Autonomous implementation
Issues concerning not only one single sector of the economy but causing problems to several
of them or concern general social policy decisions at EU-level are more adequately discussed
at cross-industry level. This form of dialogue can either be initiated by consultation by the
EU-Commission, Article 154 TFEU, or autonomous by the bargaining parties themselves. If
either form of negotiation results in a formal agreement, such agreement, again, may be
implemented by either national social partners collective agreements or by Council Directive,
Article 157 (1) TFEU. Where bargaining parties prefer the autonomous approach by directing
their agreements to the national industrial relations system, questions concerning the legal
effects arise.
Direct legal effects of European agreements have not been created at EU level24. Agreements
on working conditions have to be implemented by third parties as the contracting parties
themselves are not legally competent to create rights and obligations for individual workers
and employers25. EU law is equally unable to oblige national social partners to implement the
European level agreements as such obligation would run counter their freedom to bargain
collectively. This freedom could only be limited by internal rules26 of procedure under which
national affiliates either transfer their bargaining competence to the umbrella organisation as
their representative, or accept a binding obligation to transpose agreements concluded at
transnational level into national collective agreements27. Where national social partners
through their membership in a European umbrella organization have mandated such
organization to create legal obligations on their behalf, they are obliged to negotiate with a
20
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view to implementation. In practice, asking for such mandate would face major objections.
National organizations, especially on the employer’s side are rarely interested in transferring
their bargaining power to transnational level28. They welcome such level of dialogue precisely
because it aims at creating non-binding “soft law” provisions without specific obligations for
results29. It nevertheless remains an open question whether an obligation to negotiate
predefined contents will be fully served. Internal rules of procedure may try to prevent lack of
compliance by creating sanctions against non-complying affiliates. First and foremost, this
means a threat with expulsion from the membership of the European umbrella organization.
But whether this works as an effective deterrent, can be very much put into question. On the
one hand, umbrella organizations do not want to expel their members. Not only do they
depend on their members’ financial and organizational contributions, they also need a wide
scope of membership in different Member States in order to retain their status of EU-level
representativeness. On the other hand, the expulsion from one EU umbrella organization
doesn’t seem very threatening to national affiliates. Finally expelling a national organisation
cannot provide rights to individual workers and employers. The expulsion even leaves
transnational bargaining without any addressee for implementation of agreements in the
country concerned.
Implementing social dialogue agreements therefore remains dependent on the acceptance the
respective agreement is able to create among national affiliates on both sides of industry. If
national affiliates accept the European agreement as setting minimum standards for their
bargaining process, they agree on guaranteeing at least such standard. Individual workers and
employers will be bound by this national agreement according to national law. If, however,
national social partners do not negotiate or do not fully arrive at the level the European
agreement intended to prescribe, no such result can be obtained. If national social partners
refuse implementing European agreements or implement them knowingly incomplete, there is
not much to be done about this. Where social dialogue results in agreements unevenly
implemented or partly not implemented at all, essentially the social partners’ credibility seems
to be at stake. Over and above the credibility issue, effectiveness represents a problem for the
appropriateness of autonomous implementation measures for certain topics30: While joint
policy statements don’t need implementation, any lack of effectiveness on their part doesn’t
pose legal problems. Where the creation of minimum standards or other mechanisms of
worker protection is at stake, effective implementation is indispensable. Opting for
autonomous implementation by national affiliates also for those issues poses considerable
problems31. Such methods should only be used if other means are not available, for example
because the EU Commission either lacks the legal competency or the political will to regulate
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the respective topic, and if additional tools can be created for furthering the hitherto not
impressive level of effective implementation.

b) Legislative Implementation
Directing agreements to EU institutions for implementation has obvious advantages for
effectiveness: After conversion into a Directive and transposition into national law, the
agreement will apply to workers and employers covered by the regulations’ personal scope
whether or not they are directly or indirectly members of the signatories. On the other hand,
the contracting parties lose all competence on the future fate of their agreement32 when
directing it into the legislative process. Instead, EU institutions become responsible to monitor
the implementation at national level and the CJEU will have the sole interpretative
competence over its content and meaning. Social partners jointly requested to turn into an EU
Directive framework agreements topics high on the policy agenda of the EU Commission:
Parental leave (Directive 96/34/EC, revisited by Directive 2010/18/EU of 8 March 2010),
part-time work (Directive 1997/81/EC of 15 December 1997), and fixed-term work (Directive
1999/70/EC of 28 June 1999). Negotiations on other topics, such as the revision of the
maternity protection Directive or the Temporary Agency Work Directive, have not been
successfully completed. Even if the Commission consults social partners on legislative
proposals for revising existing legal instruments, an agreement between employers’ and
employees’ organizations will not automatically be achieved. Next to the uncertainty already
implied in a bargaining process, social partner negotiations cost a lot of time: When the EU
Commission consulted social partners on the content of the revised version to the working
time Directive 2003/88/EC already in 2010, they indicated their willingness to start the
bargaining process in November 2011. Whereas Art. 154 (4), (1) TFEU allows for a time
period of 9 Months, social partners requested extending this time frame to 31 December 2012.
Whether by that date the legislative process will be completed, is still not obvious.

(1) Democratic legitimacy of the implementation process?
Legislative implementation uses social partner bargaining as a tool by linking the organized
interests of management and labour33 with the EU’s legislative power. This, at least in theory,
can be understood as a way of strengthening democratic participation in the decision making
process of EU institutions. This is of special importance as implementation of the collective
agreement via Council Directive (Art. 155 (2) TFEU) would not involve the co-decision of
the European Parliament34 which otherwise would be necessary under the regular legislative
process (Article 294 TFEU). The Commission instead only informs the Parliament that is
thereby deprived of any influence on the Council decision whether or not to transform the
respective collective agreement into binding EU law. Social partners’ involvement in the
32
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process of creating such Directive functions as a replacement for representation of the
European people. According to the decision of the European Court of First Instance of 17th
June 199835 on the necessity of participation in the bargaining process of the employer
organization back then representing small and medium sized enterprises, the participation of
representative bargaining partners is susceptible of substituting Parliaments’ participation.
This reasoning nevertheless has a weak point as it is not established that transnational social
partners in fact are representative for employees and employers concerned, let alone for “the
European people”. The question of representativeness therefore was heavily debated.
The EU Commission already in its Communication of 14th December 199336 explicitly
demanded that partners to the cross-industry social dialogue be “representative”. Meeting this
obligation is controlled by the Commission against the following preconditions: Crossindustry bargaining should be organized at European level; it should consist of organizations
themselves an integral and recognized part of social partner structures capable of negotiating
agreements, should be representative, as far as possible, of all Member States, and should
have adequate structures to ensure effective participation in the consultation process.
According to the Court, European level umbrella organizations consisting of national
organizations may count as representative only in so far as member organizations taken
together will be regarded representative in their respective countries, i.e. fulfilling the criteria
prescribed under national law or practice. Again, the requirement of representativeness is
rather differently applied in EU Member States. Whereas in some countries workers or
employers organizations are not recognized as competent to conclude legally valid collective
agreements unless they fulfil specific criteria, others don’t have formal preconditions. As
trade unions and employer organizations operating as umbrella organizations at EU level37
had never difficulties meeting such demand, this definition of representativeness is not a
meaningful precondition for participating in the legislative process. This has been criticised38
as ignoring the lack of representativeness of organisations not sufficiently acknowledged in
several countries. Given that the union density rates in some Member States amount to only
single digit percentage points, the existing criteria for representativeness totally neglecting
membership rates are themselves not without weakness under the democratic legitimacy
aspect39. To make up for this point, Parliament needs to be more included into the legislative
process.

(2) Limitations to legislative implementation
Collective agreements directed towards institutions have to be transformed into a formal
legislative proposal from the EU Commission, consisting of general procedural articles
35
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combined with the social partner agreement as an annex, and finally have to be signed into
law by the European Council. Upon formulation of its proposal the Commission checks the
agreements for several preconditions40: The contracting parties have to be representative and
mandated by their affiliates and the content of the agreement has to comply with provisions
and principles of EU law, and to respect the development and competitiveness of small- and
medium-sized enterprises. Such requirements are not based on treaty provisions itself but
authored by the Commission seeking to comply not only with its general role as the treaty’s
guardian41 but also with the requirements of the Court of First Instance42, invoking the
principle of democracy for introducing the representativity requirement into the collective
bargaining process. If the Commission was of the opinion that the checks on form and content
of the agreement provided insufficient results, the agreement doesn’t have to be incorporated
into EU law. The Commission is however not competent to alter or amend the agreement in
order to make it acceptable; any alteration made by EU officials must count as a (new)
legislative proposal instead of a social partner agreement to be implemented according to
Article 155 (2) TFEU. The EU Council then has to take a decision, usually by qualified
majority voting, unless subject matters are concerned requiring unanimity. The Commission43
and the Parliament44 stated the opinion that the Council decision is limited to either reject the
proposal or accept it45.

(3) Means of Legislative Implementation
Social partners can request EU regulation only when they have acknowledged the limitations
of this procedure. The Councils’ regulative power is limited to the enumerated catalogue of
competences enshrined in Article 153 (1) TFEU. The most prominent of all conditions of
employment regulated by collective agreements at national level, the amount of wages
workers should earn, according to Article 153 (5) TFEU therefore remains excluded from
agreements that are meant to be implemented through a Directive46. This outcome has been
put into question47 by invoking an argument concerning the reason for limiting the regulatory
power of the EU Council: If this limitation was introduced only due to concerns over possible
resistance of social partners’ organizations against any EU interference with their (national)
collective agreements48, limitations do not have to apply in a situation where not the EU
legislator but social partners determine the content of the respective Directive. This argument
is not totally convincing, though: Even though the fundamental right to collective bargaining
40
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must be protected against governmental interference, this aim most likely is not the only
reason for limiting the Councils’ regulatory power. Member States equally want to avoid EUlevel interference into their national social and labour market policy. This goal still remains
still relevant if it is the social partners at EU level instead of the EU Commission interfering
with national competencies. Social partners therefore better respect the limitations to
regulatory competence if they intend to direct their agreements to the European institutions.

3. Effectiveness of the institutionalized social dialogue?
The implementation by legislation causes the opposite problems to what was discussed for an
implementation via national social partners: While collective agreements initiated by the EU
Commission and turned into Directives provide for binding implementation, they are few in
numbers and difficult to obtain49. This is due to the social policy agenda of both European
institutions involved in the process, the Commission and the Council, becoming much less
ambitious than they earlier used to be50. As a consequence, a powerful incentive for starting
negotiations is missing. Transnational trade unions lack legal and factual tools for concluding
binding agreements as long as employer organisations prefer non-binding “joint texts”.
Agreements directed towards the national collective bargaining process, on the other hand, are
much more numerous and concern a wider range of topics, but their effective implementation
remains questionable51. Firstly, it depends on the rather fragile ability and willingness of
national collective bargaining systems to deliver. When collective agreements are directed to
national social partners, governments are not responsible for the outcome52. So much clearly
follows from an interpretive declaration53 annexed by the signatories already to the original
agreement on Social Policy54. European social partners therefore cannot themselves oblige
Member States to legislate on the basis of their agreements or to actually implement such
agreements. Secondly, turning a transnational agreement into several national agreements
governed by rather different national legal systems55 provides disparate outcomes not
49
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automatically in keeping with the principles of equality and legal certainty. Where
independent transformation into a national agreement is provided for, its legal effects will be
provided by the scope and guarantees of various national laws on collective agreements;
neither equality nor comparability of outcomes can thereby be guaranteed for all employers
and workers included into the personal scope of the transnational agreement.

III. Multinational Company Agreements
There is a third possibility for transnational bargaining to take place by way of a multinational
company negotiating collectively with elected worker representatives. Under specific
circumstances, international trade union federations (sometimes also national unions)
conclude agreements (=International Framework Agreements56) at the multinational company
level 57; this paper does not deal with such IFA’s as they primarily represent another type of
soft law with specific implementation problems58 comparable to the like of autonomous social
dialogue agreements described above. For European multinational company agreements in the
narrower sense, this evaluation slightly differs: they, too, represent a form of transnational
bargaining, but with specific differences from the regular model. The employers’ side is
represented by the central management of a large undertaking or a group of undertakings
instead of an employer’s organization. Workers are represented by an elected body, usually
the European Works Council59 or an analogous representative institution including also nonEuropean representatives. International trade unions also participate in the EU level
bargaining process, but their presence doesn’t replace EWCs as management prefers their
presence for maintaining a good relationship with workers’ representatives: EWCs enjoy
statutory on-going information and consultation rights; disrespecting EWC’s rights can lead to
time consuming and therefore costly legal proceedings. This threat creates an incentive to
central management to further co-operate with this representative body. Even negotiated texts
not having any automatic legal effect in the sense that they could be legally enforced against
the other contracting party, will therefore regularly be respected.
It must be borne in mind, though, that the legal effects statutorily attached to transnational
agreements between central management and workers’ representatives are limited in scope:
56
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only those agreements legally creating the EWC or joint texts resulting from the consultation
procedure established by the EWC Directive can have binding effects as both contracting
parties have a legal mandate to negotiate. Once negotiations relate to issues transgressing the
Directive’s entitlements, there is no structural mandate for either party to legally represent
subsidiaries or subcontractors on the one side or such entities’ employees on the other. As
EWCs are lacking formal legitimacy concerning “collective bargaining” in a technical sense,
the status and enforceability of agreements concluded remain controversial. In practical terms,
an informal solution to such problem was developed by directing enforcement to central
managements’ business judgement. Should local management disagree with obligations
undertaken, there are company law tools to influence or overrule their objections.
Management will be inclined to enforce agreements, because lack of respect at national level
is likely to cause problems in follow-up consultations with the EWC.
The process of dialogue resulting in a company agreement as such may at times even be
initiated by workers representatives, but an agreement still will be obtained only in case
central management perceives specific advantages60 in engaging in such bargaining. Gains
can potentially be made by avoiding conflicts over restructuring, by furthering acceptance of
flexibilisation measures or by improving company- wide pension systems. While topics such
as relocation or transfer of business or corporate social responsibility obviously are important
for employees, reaching an agreement with workers’ representatives might become equally
useful for management. This form of co-operation being able to deliver numerous and
meaningful transnational company agreements61 shows the potential of transnational
bargaining. Nevertheless, the EWC as main actor on the employees’ side62 legally represents a
consultation and not a negotiation body. Factually, though, this institution developed way
beyond the function legally assigned to it63 for the simple reason that the multinational
companies prefer EWCs for implementing management strategies and securing reliable
transnational transactions. The conclusions to be drawn from this insight are rather modest:
The most effective form of EU level collective bargaining is dependent on the collaboration
of an institution legally not created for bargaining purposes, while the two levels of
bargaining legally established for social dialogue perform this task much less effective.

IV. Strengthening collective bargaining at EU level?
1. The Proposal for an “Optional Framework”
To help solve the dilemma of effectivity in EU level collective bargaining the necessity of a
legal framework for concluding transnational collective agreements was again heavily
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debated. The EU Commission already in its Social Agenda of 200564 announced its
willingness to create an “optional framework for transnational collective bargaining”. Even
though this agenda’s approach was supported by the “Ales-Report” presented by an
international group of experts65, it met harsh criticism from all parties concerned66. The first
point of criticism was the suggested legal competence clause, Article 115 TFEU67, for
regulating an optional framework on transnational collective bargaining. Also substantive
objections were of wide concern especially that such regulation may have negative
consequences for collective bargaining at national level68. Social partners objected to any EU
interference with their autonomy69. The employers’ side saw no necessity whatsoever for an
“additional layer of EU collective bargaining over and above a national, sectoral, regional or
company level” 70. Trade unions, on the other hand, primarily disagreed to participation of
EWCs in the bargaining process but wished to retain a monopoly in negotiating for collective
agreements71. Without going into details of such debate, its very existence makes clear that
the creation of an optional framework for transnational collective bargaining will most likely
not be successfully implemented in the near future.

2. Overcoming some difficulties?
What conclusions can be drawn from such experience? At national level, reliable legal effects
of collective bargaining depend on enforcement mechanisms, either by industrial action or by
auxiliary legislation72. All such mechanisms are absent from the European level. Social
partner negotiations became part of the EU legislative process to replace them under the
social dialogue. The effectivity of this solution nevertheless depends on both, the willingness
and the ability of the EU Commission to push a social policy agenda73. The Commission itself
cuts back on such agenda. Even adapting already existing Directives to new developments
initiated by interpretative statements of the Court frequently takes for years, if it succeeds as
all. Where proposals are brought up, their success in the political arena is less likely than back
in the 1990ies. The probability of convincing the European Council into social policy
legislation has become more difficult the more members are present, and due to a striking
economic crisis, social policy in many Member States tends to be among the first items to be
64
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reduced. While EU regulation was a realistic option, influencing its content through direct
negotiations deemed preferable to employers74. Nowadays political pressure is much less
obvious, so that “negotiate or we legislate”75 is no powerful threat anymore. Under such
circumstances, employers see little advantage in creating enforceable “hard law” provisions
through a voluntary agreement.
Replacing the incentive to bargain by the threat of an industrial action at European level is not
an option, either: on the factual side, European level organisations lack the influence to call
their national affiliates’ members to a strike. Legally, trade unions cannot rely on strike
actions for furthering transnational bargaining as long as there is no transnational right to
strike in a form the EU would be competent to protect in practice. Instead, legal consequences
of transnational strike actions would be governed by the CJEUs Laval-doctrine according to
which the legitimacy of collective agreements for posted workers is severely restricted to
issues listed in the Posting of Workers Directive and a minimum level of protection provided
there. While there is little fighting power on the side of the unions and no legislative
competence on the side of the EU to enforce transnational collective bargaining, which option
does remain? As multinationals favour binding contracts for their ability to provide legal
certainty primarily in their relationship with elected employee representatives, the interest of
bargaining partners might point towards establishing transnational company agreements as a
more effective alternative76. But transnational company agreements cannot become a role
model for the social dialogue as their success depends on legally establishing a lasting
relationship between the bargaining parties as incentive for on-going co-operation. In the
relationship between EU level social partners such obligation to establish a continuing
bargaining process is lacking, as is the chance of establishing it. Even where it becomes more
frequent to include trade unions as a party to a transnational company agreement, they, too,
have to rely on the traditional enforcement strategies at company level. Therefore,
mechanisms to enforce transnational company agreements remain primarily in the hand of
central management.
Strengthening such company agreements at the expense of the traditional social dialogue
might therefore not provide many advantages, as their effectiveness depends on the
company’s discretion: What central management does not like will rarely be included into
such agreement since neither elected worker representatives nor accompanying unions
achieve the power to press for their own agenda. Such dependency can not create tools for
strengthening the bargaining process. Therefore, enforcement of transnational agreements
should not primarily rely on the company’s governing structures or on unions invoking court
proceedings under the complex International Conflict of Laws rules77. While there is no easy
alternative at hand for influencing the process of bargaining and compromising as such, for
minimizing enforcement problems the EU could develop statutory tools. Establishing a
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European mediation system for solving transnational collective labour conflicts, including the
interpretation and correct application of transnational agreements, could alleviate the
enforcement of agreements. Ignoring at the national level what was agreed upon at EU level
would finally be no viable alternative to delivering on the promises.
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